Abstract. The objective of this study is to develop a defensive strategy of the intelligent billiard robot by using the grey system theory. The main purpose of this defensive strategy is to make a "safety play", which is the defensive positioning of the balls to minimize the opponent's chance to score or to make a foul stroke. In accessible balls type, it will be easier for us to win the ball game when opponents have to face a safety play. The experimental results show that the application makes the billiard robot a safety play, which makes it easier to win the billiard game.
Introduction
1.Base on the 9th ball billiard rules, the cue ball can't touch the other non-target balls before collidingThe object ball. 2. There is another non-target ball between the specific route for the target ball and the goal bag of opponent, and the cue ball can't directly target the target ball which can be hit into specific bag. 3. Through this experiment, the best hitting angles ( t  ) for the opponent are greater than 70 ° or less than -70 °, and the opponent can't usually hit the target ball into the goal bag when hitting under these conditions.
Basic Theories
Grey System Theory The "Grey system theory" was established by Pro. Deng Ju-Long (Deng J,1980) , Automatic Control and Computer Science Department, Huazhong University of Science and Technology in 1982, in order to research the system pattern which the conditions and information are not clear and incomplete, through the establish system modeling (Relationship Analysis) and the correlation analysis (Model Constructing) , and to analyze and understand the system by prediction (Prediction) and decision (Decision). The "Grey theory" is developed by the combination of information and mathematical methods, and it has been widely used in the fields of economic, scientific, applied engineering and ecological assessment(Wu Hanxiong Deng Julong, Wenkun Li,1998). The pattern of "Grey theory" is established by a small amount of data, whose characteristics are as follows: (1)It needs 4 sample data at least to establish the "Grey dynamic model". (2)It needs only 3 samples at minimum in each sequence to establish the" Grey relational analysis model". (3) The "Grey situation decision" needs 3 samples in each goal.
Grey Situation Decision-Making System
The "Grey decision" refers to the combination of events, countermeasures and effect (Wukun Li, Zhao Zhongxian, 1998). The adopted countermeasures solve the problem and effect in an event, and the basic assignment for decision-making is selected the best solution to deal with an incident event in a variety of countermeasures and to deal with the same event. The "Grey Decision" is defined as follows: 
Method
In this study, the main use of the cue ball is that it can collide with the target ball by the various impact angle and strength, and then the predicted position of the cue ball and object ball after impact can be calculate from the geometric relationship between the balls on the pool. In the "grey decision" system, the best impact strength and angle provide the billiard robot addition to scoring attack, and also improve their own judgment issued by the defensive ability to hit the ball for the further the chance increase of winning sparring with people. With "Accessibility Balls" type of defense decision-making thinking Grey defensive decisions determine blow way through the program impact route, and for billiard robot of batting control. The grey theory is verified by the decision-making of the best batting way, and whether able to hit the cue ball and object ball into the opponent's adverse scoring position or not.
Step 1: Visual system two goals distance connection angle is obtained via image, and striking the target ball range 5.20 ° -8.46 °is projected to be the cue ball ( Figure 3 .4), which divided into seven kinds of angles route ( Figure 3 .5(1) - (7)), Step 2: Based on the projection coordinates of the cue ball and object ball, the grey pockets select system is taken advantages [16] . The right to decide the best goal of each program bag reanalysis predicts two goals in each program position of their indicator of the sample values.
Step 3: Determine the event, countermeasures and the situation in the target sample. (ii) Target 2: hitting angle (cue ball forward direction and the angle between the directions of the target ball forward): purposed value target sample units for the degree. Batting angle is defined as the connection with the target ball and the cue ball to the point of impact corresponding to the angle between the pockets center connection (Figure 3.6) . When the hitting angle is larger, the cue ball striking the target ball will angle variability big, but not conducive to control energy transfer is also smaller and easy to make the opponent cannot score. Therefore, the larger launch angle as possible for the safety ball (Figure 3.7) . (iii) Target 3: cue ball and the point of impact (G) distance purposed value target. When the point of impact with the cue ball is close when the object ball can hit the cue ball and become smaller, target ball forward direction after the impact will be limited, not easy ball crashed into; conversely, when very far away from the cue ball hit the object ball angle change impacts will increase, easily lead to mistakes [19] to the experimental test. When the cue ball and the point of impact within a distance of about 10 cm or more than 45 cm (70 pixel and 350 pixel or more), less susceptible to the ball crashed into the pockets. In this study, in order to predict the best goal of the cue ball and object ball, bags may the virtual impact point (G) of the distance relationships sample values; relatively low probability when the distance of the cue ball and the point of impact in this range, the goal. Solid measure value purposed effect measure is shown in Figure 3 .8 (sample pixel). And the effect measure value of the cue ball and the point of impact are predicted as a decision-making factor, so effect measure can be defined as shown in Figure 3 .3. Step 4: the effect measure of sample for processing Target (i): (specify ball off center and the corresponding pockets distance from the center), with great value target (look big effect measure), impact angle, the force of choice for the event 1 a , l = 1, different programs from 1 to 98, into the formula (3-1) ceiling effect measure formula   Step 5: the various programs of the decision-making (i) Find the measure of the combined effect: Considering and experimenting goal difficulty through the general experience of amateur boxers and the three goals, the goal of two (batting angle) is obtained for the impact on the defense strategy. When accessibility ball, the size of the angle will be subjective impact opponent judgment against goals, its weight value is set to 0.6; while considering the goal of a (target ball of center and the corresponding pockets center distance) and target 3 (cue ball and the point of impact distance) as goal difficulty lower target two, the weight value is set to 0.2. Therefore, program is a combined effect of measure: means that 8 angle impact force, the most difficult opponent in the target ball balls into pockets, and impact angle and force when the grey decision system, which run program controlled the billiard robot to the impact location shot.
Results and Discussion
In this paper, a defensive strategy of the intelligent billiard robot is developed by using the grey system theory. The optimal stroke is obtained by the angle crashed in to, leading the increase self-determination of billiard robot. The defense and attack ability of billiard robot is supplied, thus the possibility of win can be increased. The main purpose of this defensive strategy is to make a "safety play", which is the defensive positioning of the balls to minimize the opponent's chance to score or to make a foul stroke. The application makes the billiard robot a safety play, which makes it easier to win the billiard game. By the way of modifying for softwares, the sub-soft wares to equip the abilities of robot to meet the change environment along with the editing. The effective improvement of the gaps to the environment is made by using of modified parameters. According to the results of softwares analysis and experiment, the way to make the opponent won't easily to get the goal exactly is verified under the condition of 2 target balls and 1 cue ball by means of "Grey Defense Control".
